In the following let L=(L,v,a,',0,1) denote a fixed logic (containing at least two elements), i.e. a a-complete orthomodular lattice, this means (L,V,A,0,1) is a c-complete bounded lattice and ' is a unary operation on L satisfying (xvy)'=x'Ay', (xAy)'=x'vy', (x')'=x, xvx'=l and XAX'=0 for all x,yeL and y=xv (yAx') for all x,yeL with xsy. An observable of L is a o-homomorphism from the Boolean a-algebra B of all Borel sets of the real line to L. Let O denote the set of all observables of L. Observe that observables are monotone. The spectrum of an observable f is defined to be the smallest closed subset A of R with f(A)=l. (The spectrum always exists.) By an extended spectral measure of L we mean 7 an feL such that there exists a get) with f (x)=g( (-®,x]) for all xeR and such that f(-co)=0 and f(oo)=l. Let E denote the set of all extended spectral measures of L. Observe that also extended spectral measures are monotone. Since {(-oo,x]|xeR> generates the Boolean c-algebra IB there is a natural bijection between O and E. One can show (cf.
[1], [2] and [4] ) that Proof. We use Theorem l.
H. LSnger (i)=»(ii):
(1) (
i=l,...,n-l and all X€[-co,a i+1 ) .
Proof. We use Theorem 1. is a n n n+i lattice (cf. [2] ). This lattice was also investigated in [3] .
We will show that for arbitrary (not necessarily c-continuous)
L sometimes joins and meets do exist in (0,s). 
